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Date of Exam: 12.03.20 
Time Allotted:  2 hours                                 Max. Marks: 40 
   (Note: This question paper consists of 2 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I.The names of aquatic animals are hidden in the grid given below. Find the names  
   and rewrite:                                                                                                                 (½×4=2) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Name the currency of the following countries:                                                     (½×4=2) 

a) England             b) Japan                   c) Europe               d) India 

III. Answer as directed: (two for each)                                                                       (1×3=3)           

     a) Examples of water borne diseases 
     b) Forms of precipitation 

c) Sources of water 
 
IV. Give one word for the following statements:                                                     (½×5=2½)     
 

a) Animals which make their den with ice sheets-  
b) The bird that lay eggs in the nests of other birds- 
c) The study of coins- 
d) The Indian bank which issues all the currency notes in the country- 
e) Animal known as the ‘ship of the desert’- 

V. Write one point for each to differentiate between the following:                        (1×3=3) 

     a) Compost pit and gobar gas                         b) Drought and flood 
     c) Pit house and pent house 
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VI. Write a specific feature of the shelter of the animals shown below:                   (1×3=3)         

 

a)                                      b)          c) 

 

 

 

VII. Define the following terms:                                                                                    (1×4=4) 

a) Watermark          b) Desalination        c) Mineral water          d) Hibernation 

VIII. Give reasons:                                                                                                         (1×3=3) 

     a) People in the south of Philippines used to live in tree houses.  
     b) We need to purify water. 
     c) We need passport and visa to travel to another country.  

IX. Answer the following questions in a word or a sentence:                                    (1×4=4) 

a) What does the given symbol represent? 
 

    b) How can we reduce the number of trees being cut? 
    c) What does RO stand for? Write any one use of the RO machine? 
    d) What emblem is there on every Indian currency note and coin? 
 
X.Answer the following questions in detail: (3 points for each)                              (1½×4=6) 
 
    a) ‘We should never throw the garbage on the road or in the drains. It should always be 

disposed in the bins” Why? 

    b) ‘Poor people in cities do not have enough money to live in flats or bungalows so they 
live in slums’, explain the living condition in slums? 

    c) While playing Ravi drank water from a tap in the park and fell sick. Doctor informed him 
to drink only purified water. What are the different ways of purification of water? 

    d) “Animals are our true companions” list the ways through which we can show our  
         sensitivity towards them? 
 
XI. A) Observe the picture given below and answer the following questions.             (2½) 

1. Write the name of the picture? 
2. Define the term. 
3. Write any one use of it. 

     B) What is water cycle? Draw a neat labelled diagram and explain it.             (1×5=5) 
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Date of Exam: 12.03.20 
Time Allotted: 2 hours                                   Max. Marks: 40 
     (Note: This question paper consists of 2 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I. The names of terrestrial animals hidden in the grid given below. Find the names and            
    rewrite:                                                                                                                       (½×4=2)         
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

II. Answer as directed: (two for each)                                                                          (1×3=3)        

    a) Examples of water borne diseases 
    b) Sources of water 
    c) Forms of precipitation 
 
III. Name the currency of the following countries:                                                    (½×4=2) 
 

a) India                 b) Japan                  c) Europe                 d) USA 

IV. Give one word for the following statements:                                                     (½×5=2½) 

    a) Animal, which makes their den with ice sheets- 
    b) The study of coins- 
    c) The Indian bank which issues all the currency notes in the country- 
    d) Animal known as ‘beast of the burden’- 
    e) The bird that drill holes into tree trunks to make nests- 
 
V. Differentiate between the following: (1 point for each)                                        (1×3=3)         

    a) Drought and Flood 
    b) Blue bin and Green bin 
    c) Pit house and Pent house 
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VI. Identify and write a specific feature of the shelter of the following animals given         
      below:                                                                                                                         (1×3=3)  
        

 

  a)                                            b)                                         c)  

 

 

VII. Define the following terms:                                                                                    (1×4=4) 

a) Watermark      b) Desalination    c) Water Treatment Plant    d) Hibernation 

VIII. Give reasons:                                                                                                         (1×3=3) 

     a) The people in the south of Philippines used to live in tree houses.  
     b) We need to purify water. 
     c) We need passport and visa to travel to another country.  
 
IX. Answer the following questions in a word or a sentence:                                     (4×1=4) 

   a) What does in this recycling symbol the three arrows represent? 
     b) How can we reduce the number of trees being cut? 
     c) What does RO stand for? Write any one use of the RO machine? 
     d) How the old Indian coins are different from today’s coins? 
 
X. Answer the following questions in detail: (3 points each)                                   (1½×4=6) 
 
     a) ‘We should never throw the garbage on the road or in the drains. It should always be        
          disposed in the bins” Why?  
     b) While playing Ravi drank water from a tap in the park and fell sick. Doctor informed 

him to drink only purified water. What are the different ways of purification of water? 
     c) “Animals are our true companions” list the ways through which we can show our     
         sensitivity towards them? 
    d) ‘Poor people in cities do not have enough money to live in flats or bungalows so                     
        they live in slums’. Explain the living condition in slums?  
 
XI. A) Observe the picture given below and answer the following questions.               (2½) 

           1. Write the name of the picture. 
           2. Define the term. 
           3. Write a use of it. 
 

      B) What is water cycle? Draw a neat labeled diagram and explain it.               (1×5=5) 

 


